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THE BEST PRESENT THIS CHRISTMAS

SOCCER INTER-ACTION



Soccer Inter-Action is a high

performance soccer academy

located in Enguera.

We play all the categories of the

Valencian community league under

the name CF Soccer Inter-Action.

Currently, we manage different top-

level teams in the Valencian

Community.

.

 SOCCER INTER-ACTION
About us Values

It is an initiative that combines

football and education as the main

pillars to train the player.

It was born with the objective of

building an international academy

that focuses on the players

development towards excellence.

Methodology

Our methodology is scientifically based and ensures the most

appropriate way for the development of players, coaches and teams

based on a quality game Idea, taking into account the demands of

modern football.



  SOCCER INTER-ACTION home
Accommodation Home

Double rooms, so there will be two

players in the same room, it is likely that

by covid protocol they will be individual.

Rooms with private bathroom, air

conditioning, desk, television.

Everything is in the same installation, so

there is no need to go anywhere.

Residence + Facilities + fields.

Leisure area, restaurant, gym, natural

and artificial football fields



soccer camp

 SOCCER INTER-ACTION

Soccer Inter-Action organizes this winter

the sixth edition of the Soccer Inter-

Action camps.

We have several years of experience

organizing soccer camps in Enguera

(Valencia). Necessary experience to

improve year after year.

In addition, we have the endorsement of

our annual program, which makes us

improve throughout the year.

coaches

Our coaches have physical education

graduates or have had team player

experience.

In addition, they all have a coach's license

and have several years of experience on

the bench.

The coaches follow the same

methodology to improve the level of each

player.



Camp activities

Soccer and education are our main values. Therefore, we believe that apart from the

training workshops are necessary to educate each player, the workshops that we are

going to carry out are the following:

Language classes (Spanish / English)

Psychology workshop

Physical preparation / Gym

Nutritional workshop 

Video análysis

     Spaniards will take English classes, while foreigners will take Spanish classes.
Players who do not speak Spanish or English can choose the language.

      They will be group dynamics to give importance to the players psychological part
during the match.

     Every player must be fit to compete, therefore, we will teach them how to prepare
before a match.

    

Knowing what we eat is important for the physical condition of each player.

     A footballer has to be aware of why he makes each play on the field.



camp features

Weeks: 

You can choose one week or 2 weeks

Location: 

The camps is aimed at boys and girls

between 11 and 22 years old, who like

football and who want to have fun and

improve.

           From Decembre 27 to 31

           From January 3 to 7

           

           Academia Soccer Inter-Action

                       Enguera (Valencia)



The company will comply with all the necessary requirements for compliance with the

Covid-19 protocol.

covid protocol

prevention protocol

All the measures that will be implemented

in the summer campus will be to

guarantee the safety of our players and

coaches.

precautionary measures
Every day all participants will have their

temperature taken.

All the activities can be carried out

outdoors.

The groups will be the smallest possible for

each activity.

Players will bring their marked water bottle

or canteen and should only drink from

theirs.

No one will be able to enter and leave the

facilities during the campus.

Disinfection of the material before and after

use



ScheduLE

The schedule can change



Prices

The weeks are from Monday at 8:30 to Friday at noon.

For the option from December 27 to January 7, weekend it is included

* 10% discount for former participants

* 10% discount for siblings

** Discounts not acumulative

Extra services



Cancellations and refunds

There is no right of money refund.

In the event that the participant cannot attend, they may exchange it for another

campus run by the Soccer Inter-Action organization.

Following the instructions of the health authority, the cancellation of the activity

and the temporary closure of the center for disinfection may be decreed in the

event of a Covid-19 positive.

The organization is exempt from any responsibility regarding the participant's

state of health, since the Soccer Inter-Action company will ensure the correct

compliance with the stipulated protocol.



+34 685 911 364

dcastello@soccerinteraction.com

Registration and place booking

Step 1

Fill in the online form, clicking on the
following drawing:

Step 2

Make a deposit or transfer to the following
bank account:

Banco Santander
IBAN: ES76-0049-4900-05-2616075304
BIC/SWIFT: BSCHESMMXXX

* Indicate Name and Surname of the
participant in the concept.

Step3

Send bank receipt to the mail:

dcastello@soccerinteraction.com

More information:

https://forms.office.com/r/jYmbP0xm6F



